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I am not a life coach. 

I am a problem solver. 

By asking these seven questions I was
able to find the direction I needed to
live the life I desired. 

All pictures in this book are from my
journeys in the southwestern United
States. If I didn't ask these seven
important questions then I wouldn't
have experienced these journeys and
so much more.

My hope is that as you read and answer
these questions, you will find direction
and inspiration...just as I did. 
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Joseph Campbell believed that you are the hero of your own story. In his book, The
Hero with a Thousand Faces, he writes about the hero’s journey, or the monomyth.
According to Campbell, the hero’s journey is a common template of stories that involve
a hero being awaken to a call. The hero sets out on a journey and encounters
adversities, is victorious in a decisive crisis, and returns home completely
transformed. The hero then uses their boon or new knowledge and strength to
improve the world.

How do I become the hero of my story?
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Are the obstacles financial, physical, mental or something else? Analyze every
potential obstacle. Consider listing the obstacles and then focus on providing
solutions for each obstacle. 

What’s holding you back from becoming this hero?
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One day remaining, what would do you do? Asking and answering this question helps
me to know what are my most essential needs and desires. 

If you have 24 hours remaining on Earth, what would you do?
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What Inspires Me?

Inspiration provides the spark, hope, and sense of possibility. Once you know what
inspires you to move in a positive direction, then spend time gathering and
surrounding yourself with these inspiring phenomena. 
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You are more likely to reach success if you choose a path that plays to your strengths.
To discover what you’re good at, consider asking yourself questions such as What do I
enjoy doing, What comes naturally, What do people compliment me about? I find that the
things I am good at are also things that I am more passionate about. 

What am I good at?
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Here you're exploring your fears. This a cognitive restructuring technique called de-
catastrophizing. The technique involves confronting the absolute worst case scenario
for your feared event and then using imagery to examine whether the effects of the
event are exaggerated, reasonable, or whatever. This technique can also help
desensitize your fears for an event.

What is the worst thing that could happen?
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List 25 of the most important things to you. Read the list and circle the three most
essential things.  Once you discover what is essential, then eliminate or minimize
everything else that distracts you from the most essential.
If interested, read my three most essential things in Why I Became a Minimalist.

What are the three most essential things to you?
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In life, am I the driver or the passenger?
The driver is someone that takes absolute ownership for their life and chooses to
pursue their dreams. The passenger is someone who goes along for the ride, often
leaving decisions and responsibility to someone else. Which one are you? If you’re not
taking ownership for your life then maybe consider looking for resources to get you
into the driver’s seat.
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I hope you find value in these seven questions.

For those reading that don't know...my name is Scott Davidson and I am the father
of three incredible children, I create podcasts and writings, and I am an adaptive
adventure athlete based in Las Vegas, NV. 

I write on topics of adapting and minimalism. My podcasts are focused on all things
adaptive and also transformative ideas and stories. If you're interested in more of
my writings or podcasts then navigate to https://www.livingadaptive.com. 
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